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Fresh. Dehydrated. Preserved. That’s

garlic and what Jackie Rowe hopes will

be a year-round story. 

What’s not widely known is that

Canadian garlic season starts in mid-June

in the form of scapes, the gnarly loops of

flower stalks. They must be hand

snapped so that the hardneck garlic plant

directs its energy into a plumper bulb. 

Rather than waste the greens, Jim and

Jackie Rowe started a pilot project last

year, selling almost 4,000 bundles of the

novel, in-season ingredient to a handful

of Metro stores and the independent

stores of FarmBoy and Remark. Garlic

scapes can be sourced in small quantities

at farmers’ markets, but the gamble was

to take the delicacy mainstream.  

“They’re a tangled mess,” admits

Jackie Rowe, owner of The Garlic Box,

Hensall, Ontario. “They are coiled like a

snake. But the nutritional benefits and

multiple product uses for garlic scapes

make them a specialty for grocers look-

ing to offer farmgate freshness.”

Retailed at $2.99 for a bundle of eight

garlic scapes, the 2017 package involved

hand harvesting, cooling immediately

out of the field and tying an educational

label to the bunch. Advice to the 

consumer? To maximize the flavour and

quality of garlic scapes once home, 

bundle them in a paper towel and then

refrigerate in a perforated zip lock bag.

While garlic scapes are harvested during

a two-week window, one advantage is

their long shelf life of three to four

weeks. 

The pilot results were mixed. Metro

stores did not witness the anticipated

turnover, despite tags that explained

how to use scapes in omelettes and 

salads. However, Farm Boy stores and

Remark Farms -- an independent with a

store in London and Windsor -- sold out. 

That’s a telling lesson for growers

about the complexity and fragmentation

of produce retailing today. Smaller

chains that cater to savvy food shoppers

at higher price points offer the 

demographics for specialty, in-season

produce. Farm Boy, for example, which

started in eastern Ontario and recently

opened its 25th store in Etobicoke, 

targets the  “foodie” buyer with local

products. That’s exactly how they 

compete with big-chain formats such as

Loblaw which does 55 per cent of its

national business in Ontario.

Continued on page 3
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The challenges of growing the fresh garlic market  

Jackie and Jim Rowe are a grower-marketing duo inspiring a value-added garlic industry in Ontario. With a number of key relationships with other growers and food
processors, they are methodically building a dependable supply of garlic products year-round. It starts with these garlic scapes harvested in mid-June at Hensall, Ontario.
Photos by Glenn Lowson. 
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Labour crisis in spotlight
at Ottawa meetings      

In early May, the Canadian

Horticultural Council (CHC)

participated in several 

high-level meetings with 

federal cabinet ministers and

their staff to discuss pressing

labour issues.

Tuesday, May 1: Brian Gilroy,

CHC president; Beth Connery,

CHC labour committee chair;

and Rebecca Lee, CHC 

executive director; met with

Agriculture and Agri-Food

(AAFC) Minister Lawrence

MacAulay and senior staff to

discuss urgent labour issues and

to set the scene ahead of a

roundtable with government

and industry representatives.

Thursday, May 3: CHC,

Canadian Produce Marketing

Association, the Canadian

Agricultural Human Resources

Council (CAHRC), and many

producers from across Canada,

participated in a labour-focused

meeting led by the Canadian

Federation of Agriculture.

Industry heard from Minister

Hajdu of Employment and

Social Development Canada

(ESDC), AAFC Minister

MacAulay, Serge Cormier,

Parliamentary Secretary to the

Minister of Immigration,

Refugees and Citizenship, and

Rodger Cuzner, ESDC

Parliamentary Secretary, in

addition to many government

officials from the three 

departments.

The discussion touched on

labour shortages, delays in 

processing applications 

(including LMIAs), and 

challenges in maintaining 

public trust. Feelings of 

optimism emerged that 

government was listening to

industry concerns regarding the

administration of the

Temporary Foreign Workers

Program (TFWP) Ag Stream

and Seasonal Agricultural

Worker Program (SAWP).

These discussions will 

hopefully lead to more 

transparent communication

between government and

employers.

ESDC officially announced

that it is launching a review of

LMIA service standards, and

that it has streamlined the

process for replacing and 

transferring workers, by waiving

the two-week advertising

requirement. This change is

effective immediately and is a

positive first step in the 

streamlining of this program.

Note: Currently, employers will

still need to fill out an LMIA.

Friday, May 4: CHC 

participated in the TFWP

Primary Agriculture Review

Consultation in Ottawa. This

was the first of several regional

consultations that are taking

place across Canada. 
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Congratulations to Murray

Driediger, BC Fresh 

president and winner of The

Packer’s Produce Person of

the Year. At the Canadian

Produce Marketing

Association convention, 

honours were bestowed for

his leadership in the produce

industry as well as chairing

the Vancouver convention

under the theme “Fire and

Ice.”  

Farm & Food Care Ontario’s (FFCO) 2018-2019 board of 

directors will now be helmed by Christine Schoonderwoerd.

Nominated by Wallenstein Feed & Supply Ltd, she replaces

apple grower Brian Gilroy, who steps into the role of past chair. 

Dave McEachren, nominated by Grain Farmers of Ontario. Chris

Cossitt of Ontario Pork moves into the role of second vice chair

and Jim Gowland of the Ontario Bean Growers was re-elected as

treasurer. For the entire board, go to www.thegrower.org. 

The Vineland Growers’ Cooperative board has elected a new

director:  Kai Wiens.  

Colleen Haskins will be horticulture integrated pest management

specialist based in Simcoe, Ontario for the next nine months,

focused primarily on apples. Previously, she was with the Food

Safety Programs Unit, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and

Rural Affairs. She has more than 25 years of hands-on, in-field

experience. 

Congratulations to Craig Hunter,

crop protection advisor to the

Ontario Fruit and Vegetable

Growers’ Association.  After 18.5

years at the association and a

prior career with the Ontario

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and

Rural Affairs, he is retiring to his

home in Simcoe, Ontario. His

farewell column appears on page

22. 

Food and Beverage Ontario and the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable

Processors’ Association have announced a new agreement to

streamline operations and improve benefits for food and beverage

processor members. Norm Beal, CEO of Food and Beverage

Ontario, will assume the role of executive director of Ontario

Fruit and Vegetable Processors’ Association and the organization

will retain its current governance. Food and Beverage Ontario

will manage the day-to-day operations of Ontario Fruit and

Vegetable Processors’ Association coordinating all board meet-

ings, regional member meetings and the annual general meeting,

in addition to leading government and public relations. Food and

Beverage Ontario will also assist in organizing the annual

Processing Vegetable Industry Conference in collaboration with

the Ontario Processing Vegetable Growers.

Condolences to the family of Charlie Srokosz, 91, who passed on

May 1, 2018, his 64th wedding anniversary. The southwestern

Ontario vegetable farmer was president of the Ontario Fruit and

Vegetable Growers’ Association (OFVGA) in 1969. For his lead-

ership in the produce industry, he won the OFVGA Award of

Merit in 2002.  A memorial mass will be held on June 8 in Grand

Bend, Ontario.  His son Mark carries on the farming tradition.     

Murray Driediger

Photo L-R, Back Row:  Phil Tregunno, Dave Wall, Mike

Ecker, Thomas Platts, John Thwaites, Scott MacSween

Front Row:  George Lepp, Kai Wiens, Nadia Kobylka, Jamie

Warner, Chris Andrewes 

Craig Hunter

From left to right: Janet Krayden, CAHRC; Rebecca Lee, CHC Executive Director; Beth Connery,

CHC Labour Committee Chair; Hon. Lawrence MacAulay, AAFC Minister; Brian Gilroy, CHC

President; Jennifer Babcock, Policy Research and Development Manager. Photo: CAHRC
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If it wasn’t for the Rowe’s

10-year relationship with Farm

Boy, selling garlicky sauces and

seasonings, they wouldn’t have

had entry to the fresh market. 

“I must confess that it’s a

struggling conversation,” says

Rowe. “We were introduced to

the produce buyer at Metro at

an OMAFRA Meet the Buyers

event, but it’s a lot of tiers from

the bottom up.”  

What she has learned over

the years is to offer a solution to

retailers:  “We want to be your

year-round garlic supplier.”  

To make that statement

credible, the Rowe’s have

established a network of 

growers and processors to 

deliver product. Last year, they 

partnered with nearby farmers

Martin and Teresa Van Raay

and their sons Dean and Phil

who fall planted 35 acres and

spring planted 15 acres of garlic

at Dashwood, Ontario. They

have invested heavily in build-

ing a drying and storage facility

with peeling, dehydrating, 

sorting and packing capabilities.

Bagging capacity is up to 15,000

pounds per week in a variety of

formats: 115 gram bags, one-

pound and two-pound bags. 

“It’s been a learning curve”

admits Martin Van Raay, a pig

and cash crop farmer,  “to build

a food-safety-certified facility.”

The Van Raay family’s entry

to the garlic business coincided

with Ontario’s announcement of

minimum wages rising from

$11.60 to $14 per hour within

the span of a few months. While

they have a mechanical trimmer

for the bulb ends – surprise! –

not all garlic bulbs are perfect

and therefore need to be hand

trimmed of their roots. Unlike

their other farming enterprises,

garlic requires intense spurts of

manual labour.  

“We may need up to 40 

people for a week to remove the

scapes,” says Van Raay. Labour

requirements vary from week to

week. 

“The Van Raay’s new facility

is a huge commitment to the

garlic industry,” says Rowe.

With about 1,000 acres of garlic

in the province, there’s now an

outlet to process garlic into 

different formats. Another

processor, Southcoast IQF,

based in Delhi, Ontario, offers

capacity to freeze garlic cloves

along with other vegetables.

Brandneu Foods, situated in

Cobourg, Ontario, processes

baby kale chips including a 

special grinder that’s ideal for

garlic. 

This delicate eco-system is

now being challenged by

Ontario’s overhaul of 

employment standards and 

minimum wage rates. 

“We’re going to work tight

and lean,” vows Rowe. “The

cost of labour is pushing us

towards a mechanized process

being tested this year. Rising

labour costs and falling food

prices is the environment that

Ontario’s garlic industry is

struggling with as we try to

develop this category. Testing

equipment will bridge us until

we get a solid indicator of the

market trajectory for scapes

which have historically been

identified as a niche market

item.”

By mid-August, Ontario’s

garlic festivals will be boasting

of braids of locally grown bulbs.

To move beyond this artisanal

fare, Ontario’s garlic growers are

working to be more of a 

collective so that they have 

bargaining power with large

supermarkets.

“The Garlic Box is trying to

gain a commitment from the

larger chains to help build 

sustainability in the industry

which is needed to foster

growth,” says Rowe. “But it is

easier to forge a relationship

with the independents who are

more willing to establish 

partnerships and transfer that

transparency to their dedicated

customer base.”

The Rowe’s have been in

the garlic business since 1998,

winning awards for their 

inventive garlic products. For all

that, Jackie Rowe has a laser

focus, concluding: “In the long

run, the fresh market is where

sustainability lies.”
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The challenges of growing 
the fresh garlic market  

Martin and Teresa Van Raay and sons Dean and Philip are pig farmers who have diversified into garlic

at Dashwood, Ontario. With about 50 acres ready for 2018 harvest and a new processing plant, they are

working closely with The Garlic Box on developing a more robust supply of garlic to retailers.

A variety of processed products such as garlic-infused BBQ oils and garlic scape pesto is available

through The Garlic Box.  

We decided to grow garlic – a crop which requires more intense management
–than to fight for more acreage for row crops.

~ MARTIN VAY RAAY

“

“

For a “Behind The Scenes” podcast with 
Jackie Rowe visit www.thegrower.org/podcasts
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A group of Canadian apple

researchers, growers and 

marketers have joined forces to

give one of Canada’s oldest and

most famous fruit crops some

new crunch in the marketplace. 

Members of the National

Apple Breeding Consortium say

advances in the science of apple

breeding and more efficient

orchard designs are making it

possible to bring new varieties

more quickly to market to 

capitalize on consumer interest

in apples with unique tastes and

textures, while giving growers

varieties that are more resistant

to disease and insects.

Premium varieties such as

Gala, Honeycrisp and Ambrosia

and high-density orchards

helped the Canadian apple

industry post its first increase in

acreage in decades in 2016.

Taking a page from wine

grapes, the consortium believes

more regions of Canada could

become renowned for their own

unique apple varieties.

“It’s not necessarily about

creating a new apple that can be

grown across the country,” says

Dr. Christiane Deslauriers, a

director general with

Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada’s Science and

Technology Branch.  “It’s about

finding that variety and that

local growing environment that

together produce a quality that

you won’t find anywhere else.”

The consortium was created

late last year to streamline apple

development in Canada, boost

returns to the industry and

increase consumer satisfaction.

Members include Agriculture

and Agri-Food Canada,

Dalhousie University, Vineland

Research and Innovation

Centre, Summerland Varieties

Corporation, Réseau d’essais de

cultivars et porte-greffes de

pommiers du Quebec and the

Canadian Horticultural Council.

Also represented are the grower

associations Ontario Apple

Growers Association, the BC

Fruit Growers Association, Les

Producteurs de pommes du

Quebec and Scotian Gold

Cooperative Ltd. 

Genome Atlantic, Genome

BC and Ontario Genomics also

helped drive the creation of the

consortium. The associations

encourage the use of applied

genomics research, which 

combines biology, genetics and

computer science to unlock the

genetic code of living things, to

create new economic

opportunities in agriculture and

other resources and other health

sectors.

National consortium wants Canada 
to have a bigger bite of apple market

Pride in produce, hockey and
country takes the prize 

CROSS COUNTRY DIGEST

NOVA SCOTIA

MANITOBA

At the recent Canadian

Produce Marketing Association

trade show in Vancouver, Best

Inline Booth was awarded to

Peak of the Market for its rink

display inspired by the home-

town Winnipeg Jets. Every

detail was brought to life with

more than 20 different types of

vegetables forming a 70-foot 

living wall that replicated rink

boards. Artificial ice was

installed so that staff members

could wear skates. The Peak of

the Market logo was fittingly at

center ice. And the smiling

faces of grower families had

front row seats in the mural of

Winnipeg Jets fans. 

“We came up with the idea

last December,” said Mark

Zachanowich, vice-president

operations for Peak of the

Market. “We wanted to bring all

Canadians together and what

better way than under the 

banner of hockey.” 

The creativity didn’t end

there. The booth was 

interactive, encouraging 

convention attendees to take a

shot on net. Those who scored

were entered for a $5,000 trip.

Other scoring options 

represented a 10-pound 

donation to a food bank in

Edmonton, Calgary or

Winnipeg. Each score was

recorded on a Jumbotron with a

“growing” total.   

As destiny would have it, this

award-winning booth by Peak of

the Market was a warm-up 

practice for the Winnipeg Jets

winning over the Nashville

Predators before they 

proceeded to the series with the

Las Vegas Golden Knights.  

Julie Reekie
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Wild potatoes acquired from

a gene bank in Germany six

years ago are producing promis-

ing results for Agriculture and

Agri-Food Canada researchers

trying to develop superior

Canadian varieties with 

resistance to some of the most

problematic potato diseases. 

Dr. Benoit Bizimungu, head

of potato breeding at the

Fredericton Research and

Development Centre, said a

number of hybrids bred from

these wild varieties could be

ready for industry trials next

year. He selected the German

plants because of superior traits

such as high yield, as well as

strong natural resistance to

PVY, late blight, drought, and

insects such as the Colorado

potato beetle.

“Although the primary 

interest was multiple disease

resistance and high yield poten-

tial, a number of progenies

show a nice deep yellow flesh

colour, which is usually associat-

ed with carotenoids,” explains

Bizimungu. This is great news

for consumers who want more

antioxidants in their diet.

“What is really exciting is

that some of these wild species

have never been used in potato

breeding before now,” he

explains.  “Using these new

parents broadens the genetic

base. It’s good to have multiple

sources for breeding, especially

for things such as late blight

where the disease keeps 

changing.”

Dr. Bizimungu obtained this

unique plant material as a result

of his collaboration with potato

geneticist Dr. Ramona Thieme

of the Julius Kuhn-lnstitut (JKI)

at the Federal Research Centre

for Cultivated Plants in

Braunschweig, Germany. The

imported species come from

wild potato cultivars that 

originated in South America,

the birthplace of the potato. 

If you are a haskap grower,

reserve your calendar for July 5

and 6 for the Haskap School

and Field Day hosted at the

University of Saskatchewan.  

On the first day, Dr. Bob

Bors will offer four hours of

talks on haskap, including

botany, varieties, growing

methods, mechanical harvest-

ing, processing and using the

crop. Cost is $50 per person.

Bring your own lunch or eat on

campus.  

On July 6, the field day will

start at the University of

Saskatchewan Field Lab (on

14th Street in Saskatoon). The

morning will be spent visiting

the haskap research fields 

looking at equipment, field

experiments, field plantings of

seedlings and variety trials.

Mechanical and hand harvest-

ing will be demonstrated.

About 20 acres of haskap are

planted here. Expect a haskap

tasting!  

To reserve your spot, RSVP

to bob.bors@usask.ca.

Wild potatoes from Germany breed stronger,
more disease-resistant potatoes

Haskap School

NEW BRUNSWICK

SASKATCHEWAN

Dr. Benoit Bizimungu checks potato plants sourced from Germany

to use in the potato breeding program at AAFC’s Fredericton

Research and Development Centre.
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All you need to know about Ontario’s Employment Standards Act 
Editor’s note:  Ken Linington, policy advisor, Labour Issues
Coordinating Committee, has been meeting with many Ontario
commodity groups about the provincial government changes to
employment standards. He shares key information below and
where to find more help.       

The Fair Workplaces Better Jobs Act (FWBJA) and

the Employment Standards Act (ESA) are very much

tied together.  The FWBJA makes a number of changes

and additions to the ESA.  Here are the key items: 

• Regulation 285 will continue without alteration.  Here

is the website for a related fact sheet

www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/es/pubs/factsheets/fs_agri

.php 

• Regulation 285 exemptions do not apply to the new

standards

• All employers are required to post (and supply each

worker) in the workplace a poster titled “What you

need to know”, at the bottom are a toll free line and

email that both employers and workers can connect for

information.  (1 800 531-5551). Version 7 is the current

poster.  

• The “Guide to the ESA” is kept current and posted

on line (www.ontario.ca/document/your-guide-employ-

ment-standards-act-0).  It is 130 pages, but it has a good

index and uses plain language. 

• One of the major changes for the Ministry of Labour

is the addition of 175 new inspectors, who will also

carry an extension/education role for both employers

and workers.  

• Equal Pay has applied to gender for some time.

Equal pay will now apply to “employment status”

(casual, part-time, temporary, seasonal, etc.).  People

doing the same job at the same level should be paid the

same. In short, pay levels should not be arbitrary.

Seniority, skill level, merit/performance, management

component continue to be a valid rationale for a 

different level of pay. Workers have the right to ask

without the fear of reprisal.  Sharing of job descriptions

would be a valid way to show a difference in pay level.

This regulation took effect April 1, 2018.  An interpre-

tation bulletin is expected in the near future.

• Scheduling, which includes the three-hour rule and

the 96-hour rule will come into effect on January 1,

2019.  An interpretation bulletin is expected in the

future. 

• Vacation Pay (6% upon completing five years) applies

to some farm job categories and not others.  Vacation

pay is often paid on anniversary (or each pay period if

agreed to by the worker) and should be paid 6% upon

completion of their Year 5. Harvesters of fruit, vegeta-

bles and tobacco are covered by vacation pay after 13

weeks. Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (SAWP)

workers have a complete break in employment at the

end of their contract.  It is not considered a lay off.

Employers must try to hire a Canadian resident before

a job can be offered to a SAWP worker.  SAWP workers

(that are harvesters of fruit, vegetable and tobacco) are

not covered by the new standard (6% after 5 years).

SAWP workers (that are harvesters of fruit, vegetable

and tobacco) continue to be covered by the old stan-

dard (4% after 12 months).

• Personal Emergency Leave (10 days at the first of the

year with the first two days paid after seven days of

work) will apply. This has applied to employers with 50

or more workers for some time. The Guide defines

“emergency” on page 58.  It is emergency leave and

should not be viewed as vacation or holiday.

Employers can ask what the emergency is, but cannot

demand a doctor's note.  Since this is an extension of an

existing standard the administration of the standard is

fairly predictable. 

• Other new/changed regulations include: minimum

wage; employee versus fee-for service; overtime; tips

and gratuities; pregnancy and parental leave; family

caregiver; family medical leave, domestic and sexual

violence leave; critical illness leave, crime related child

disappearance leave; temporary help agencies; enforce-

ment and compliance.

Regulation 285 does not address all standards found in the
ESA.  Here is a summary of Regulation 285.  It is highly
summarized and should not be considered a legal document.
If you need details or exact language, please refer to the ESA
itself and the regulations.

Continued on next page
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The ESA covers employees

(does not cover fee-for-service

contractors). An employee is

either a: 

• person who  performs work

for an employer for wages;

• person who supplies services

to an employer for wages;

• person who receives training

from the employer; or a

• person who is a home worker,

Things to consider between

employee versus fee-for-service

contractor:

• Control – who makes deci-

sions?

• Ownership of tools.

• Chance of profit or risk of

loss.

• Do you have your own work-

ers?

• Degree of responsibility or

investment and management.

Allowances for Room and

Board: i) serviced housing

$99.35/wk; ii) housing

$73.30/wk; iii) for room $31.70

for private or $15.85/wk for non-

private; iv) Board $2.55/meal up

to $53.55/wk; v) Room and

Board $85.25/wk if private or

$69.40 if not private.  Housing

must be fit for habitation,

includes kitchen and cooking

facilities, two bedrooms or bed-

room and living room, private

toilet and washing facilities

(utilities paid by employer).

Room must be furnished, 

supplied with clean bed linen

and towels and access to toilet

and wash basin.

Employment Protection for

Foreign Nationals—applies to

workers, recruiters and employ-

ers.  Employers and recruiters

are prohibited from charging

fees or cost recovery (i.e.

recruitment fees, orientation

sessions, first aid training).

Employers of SAWP workers

may recover air travel and work

permits. Employers and

recruiters are prohibited from

taking possession/retaining

property (passports, work per-

mits, personal identification).

Payment of wages: reoccurring

period; provide pay stub; keep

records for three years; autho-

rized deductions (income tax,

CPP, EI); other deductions

require written authorization;

cannot deduct for faulty work.

Leaves include: pregnancy;

parental; personal emergency;

family medical; family caregiv-

er; critical illness; reservist;

organ donor; child death; crime

related child disappearance;

domestic or sexual violence;

declared emergency.
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All you need to know about Ontario’s Employment Standards Act 

*New or modified

** PP--primary production--employees who are directly employed in production of eggs, milk grain, seeds, fruit,
vegetables, maple products, honey, tobacco, herbs, pigs, cattle, sheep, goats, poultry, deer/elk, ratites, bison, rabbits,
game birds, wild boar and cultured fish

** NF--Near Farming--workers growing mushrooms, flowers, trees and shrubs for retail and whole sale trade,
growing transporting and laying of sod; breeding and boarding of horses on a farm or the keeping of fur-bearing
mammals for propagation or pelts

**HAR--Harvesters of fruit, vegetables and tobacco

***Regulation 285 defines how the rules apply to each of the 4 job categories covering farming 
C--covered; NC--not covered; SRA--special rules apply
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ONTARIO FRUIT AND VEGETABLE GROWERS’
ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2018

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Chair Jan VanderHout, Waterdown
Vice-Chair Bill George Jr., Beamsville
Fruit Director Norm Charbonneau, Port Elgin
Veg Director Mike Chromczak, Brownsville
Director John Thwaites, Niagara-on-the-Lake

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Apples Charles Stevens, Newcastle
Fresh Vegetable - Other Kenny Forth, Lynden
Tender Fruit John Thwaites, Niagara-on-the-Lake
ON Asparagus Grws’. Mkg. Brd. Mike Chromczak, Brownsville
GGO/Fresh Grape Growers Bill George Jr., Beamsville
Fresh Vegetable - Muck Jason Verkaik, Bradford
ON. Potato Board Shawn Brenn, Waterdown
Small Fruit/Berries Norm Charbonneau, Port Elgin
ON. Ginseng Growers’ Remi Van De Slyke, Straffordville
Greenhouse Jan VanderHout, Waterdown
Greenhouse George Gilvesy, Tillsonburg 

OFVGA SECTION CHAIRS

Crop Protection Charles Stevens, Newcastle

Environment & 

Climate Change Mike Chromczak, Brownsville

Property Brian Gilroy, Meaford

Labour Ken Forth, Lynden

Safety Nets Mark Wales, Alymer

Now that the writ has been

drawn up for the upcoming

Ontario provincial election on

June 7,  candidates may erect

their lawn signs and begin in

earnest the long days of 

canvasing the neighbourhoods

of their ridings to drum up voter

support.

I personally have never paid

such acute attention to the 

pre-election discussions as I am

this year.  I have met with the

candidates in my riding from

two of the parties. (I am not

sure who the third candidate

will be). I have spoken intently

on the issues that are important

to me and other farmers as we

approach election day.

Why?  It’s because there is a

lot at stake right now in terms

of government policy or maybe

it is because the Liberals and

New Democratic Party (NDP)

are polar opposites in platforms

to the Progressive Conservatives

(PC) making this a very 

controversial election.

June 7 will be an opportunity

for Ontario voters to speak out

on what they feel would be

good for Ontario. Will we 

support the Liberals or NDP in

their plan to continue with Cap

and Trade (aka carbon tax) or

will voters side with the PC

party because they feel that 

carbon pricing is only a tax grab

and it should be scrapped?

Will Ontarians elect the

Liberals or NDP and see 

another dollar added to the 

minimum wage on January 1,

2018 (to $15 per hour) or will

they support the PCs in holding

the minimum wage until the

load can be carried by 

businesses across the province? 

Taxation and electricity

prices are also factors affecting

all Ontarians and certainly the

agriculture sector. Whatever the

political stripes, it’s challenging

for anyone to define specific

parameters around how these

costs can be stabilized. It is easy

for any party to say that 

electricity prices will be

reduced by a certain percentage

but when it comes time to

deliver will that really be 

possible?  Will Ontario be able

to deliver electricity for a lower

cost or will it just be a matter of

subsidizing electricity prices

with tax revenue?  The bottom

line is increased services will

likely come at an increased cost

somewhere.

Something that appeals to

me is improving the efficiency

of the health care system, 

cutting costs while actually

improving service quality.

Though this sounds like a tall

order, PC leader Doug Ford

claims that he has performed

this type of efficiency in the

city of Toronto with 

tremendous success.

Some have promised to pay

for more education and free

dental care along with publicly

funded drug plans for those

under 25 and over 65 which

sounds like a plan to buy votes

without really saying where the

money will come from other

than to say they will have the

rich people pay. This is not

really free then is it?

I am looking forward to the

next month and discussing the

election issues with friends and

neighbours. It is sure to be one

of the more interesting elections

of our time. I hope Ontarians

take their privilege to vote 

seriously and vote on the issues

and stay clear of the emotions.

Above all, I hope we can elect a

government that can lead us

into prosperity for years to

come.

Rest assured that the

OFVGA is engaging with all

political parties to ensure that

the needs of fruit and vegetable

growers are heard.  Whatever

the outcome of the election,

OFVGA is ready to engage with

the government to advocate on

behalf of Ontario growers.

Election preparedness       

JAN VANDERHOUT
CHAIR, OFVGA 

CHAIR’S PERSPECTIVE

WEATHER VANE

For the Ontario horticultural sector, the upcoming June 7 election is framed by two key issues: sudden increases to the minimum wage and energy costs.
This photo illustrates the burden carried by growers for whom hand harvesting is the only option to deliver fresh, locally grown food to consumers. Photo
by Glenn Lowson. 
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Farm women – and men, I

suspect – will be surprised to

learn the extent that obstacles

face young women entering the

industry. 

In Canada, many new 

initiatives in agriculture – the

Ag Do More mental health

foundation and the farm

women’s’ network, for example

– clearly have women in high-

profile leadership positions. 

In the fruit and vegetable

sector, women have long been

leaders. The late Brenda

Lammens immediately comes

to mind. 

But on farms themselves,

University of Guelph professor

Sharada Srinivasan and her

international research team have

found women still struggle with

farming’s very essentials, such

as access to land and credit. And

even if they have rights to such

necessities, they are often 

dismissed simply because they

are women. Their vital 

contributions to food production

are poorly documented and 

misunderstood.

Srinivasan, who holds a

Canada Research Chair in

Gender, Justice and

Development at Guelph, made

this observation after 

completing fieldwork for a 

landmark four-year, four-

country research project she’s

leading. 

She and her team inter-

viewed 400 young farmers in

Canada, China, India and

Indonesia, to understand 

pathways to farming – that is,

how they get into it, and how

they are able to stick with it.

About one-quarter of the 

farmers they interviewed are

women.

The research, supported by

the Social Sciences and

Humanities Research Council,

is starting to reveal impedi-

ments for the next generation of

farmers, which includes many

women farmers. 

Among their initial findings

are that in Canada and India,

women who farm still encounter

societal barriers. “Gender issues

come into play,” says

Srinivasan. “When people think

of young farmers, they think of

young men, not young women.”

In their research, Srinivasan and

her team found huge 

knowledge gaps related to

young women in farming. Little

research exists showing the 

contribution women make,

especially young women. That

either signals the new 

movement afoot involving

young women farmers and

research just hasn’t caught up,

or it means women’s 

contributions are what she calls

“invisible.” 

Says Srinivasan: “You’re 

disadvantaged twice, because

you’re a woman and because

you’re young.” 

Across the four countries,

women told the researchers

they weren’t taken seriously as

farmers. 

This discrimination 

manifested itself in different

ways. For example, some

aspects of modern farming, such

as increased technology and

mechanization, means there are

fewer manual labour jobs on

farms. And we know that in

more developed societies, it’s a

Catch 22 situation – there’s the

need for more mechanization

because no one, regardless of

gender, wants to do manual

labour.

But in some countries,

women are discouraged from

operating machinery. In those

cases, modern farming actually

reduces their chances for jobs. 

This problem is further 

exacerbated by the rural exodus

of job seekers headed for cities.

They’re mostly men. That

leaves women behind to farm in

an unwelcoming, increasingly

mechanized environment. 

Holding a land title is 

another problem. In some 

countries, only men can be

landowners. That leaves women

without equity and facing an

impossible situation if they

need to apply for credit, a 

normal part of doing business.

So it’s no wonder that

women in some countries who

farm may choose not to refer to

themselves as farmers -- even

though that’s what they are –

because they’re not recognized

in the same way as men.

“Canada is way ahead in 

self-identity,” says Srinivasan.

“That’s not so in other 

countries. Women who farm

don’t call themselves farmers.”

Photo by Glenn Lowson

URBAN COWBOY

Women who farm still struggle for equality

Canada’s agriculture minister

Lawrence MacAulay is a 

frequent flyer to China, most

recently to Shanghai,

Guangzhou and Beijing. He

wrapped up a trade mission on

May 18, including meetings

with his counterpart Chinese

agriculture minister Han

Changfu. 

China is Canada’s second-

most valuable agri-food export

market, after the U.S. In 2016,

the value of Canada’s total 

agriculture, agri-food and

seafood exports to China was

$6.8 billion. This includes:

canola seed ($1.9 billion); 

soybeans ($948 million); canola

oil ($556 million); dried peas

($434.1 million); and frozen

pork ($433 million).

Part of MacAulay’s trip

included a stop at SIAL China,

Asia’s largest food innovation

exhibition to show his support

for the 47 Canadian exhibitors

promoting products to 110,000

trade show visitors. 

MacAulay’s trade mission 
to China 

OWEN ROBERTS
U OF GUELPH

Joe Sbrocchi, (L), general manager, Ontario Greenhouse Vegetable

Growers, talks about the attributes of greenhouse-grown 

cucumbers with federal agriculture minister Lawrence MacAulay.

They were at the SIAL show in Shanghai, China.  



BRUCE KELLY 

Fresh Ontario produce is 

starting to flow to markets across

the province which makes this

my favourite time of year.

Demand for fresh Ontario pro-

duce has grown each year as a

testament to quality of fruit and

vegetable farms across the

province. New technologies and

growing techniques have allowed

farms to diversify and novel 

varieties continue to spark 

consumer interest. Additionally

there is a resurgence of traditions

such as pick-your-own and niche

products such as local craft ciders. 

Throughout 2017, I wrote

about the overwhelming pace of

change in the horticulture sector

and issues such as labour, energy

and water use have been covered

extensively. Farmers are 

optimistic by nature, but with the

changes to labour and pesticide

regulations looming, they are

bracing themselves to feel the

sting this season. How can I

increase productivity enough to

pay for the increased costs of

labour? Am I going to have access

to fungicides and insecticides if

weather and insect thresholds

warrant application? 

In response to the increased

cost of labour, farms may have

chosen to invest capital in 

equipment or machinery to

replace some of the labour 

intensive farm operations such as

planting and harvesting. Pests

such as the brown marmorated

stink bug and pepper weevil 

present unique challenges to 

producers as there are fewer

product options left for control

and existing crop protection

options are under pressure from

regulators at the Pest

Management Regulatory Agency

(PMRA). 

The PMRA has been over-

whelmed by neonicotinoid

reviews in the last few years, and

the review of many pesticides are

years behind. Focus on risk 

mitigation resulting in increasing

re-entry intervals threatens the

practicality of many products for

which there are few substitutes.

The recent PMRA decision to

continue registration of

chlorothalonil but with increased

re-entry intervals, fewer 

applications and formulation

changes has left farmers (potato

and apple, amongst others) 

feeling like they are farming with

one arm tied behind their back.

Horticulture has been subject

to continuous “collateral damage”

from many policy changes made

by governments with agendas on

carbon, energy, water, and labour,

often with issues arising from

other industries. Although 

governments appear sympathetic

to concerns brought forward by

the industry, there is more work

to be done to emphasize the

importance of the unique 

challenges that they face. 

Commodity organizations are

working with all levels of 

government and consumers on

these issues to highlight the 

challenges that these policy

changes impose on food 

production. Recently the

Canadian Horticultural Council

gave presentations on carbon

pricing to Senate Committees on

Agriculture and met with Minster

MacAulay and cabinet ministers

on labour issues. Consumer out-

reach publications, such as Farm

& Food Care’s The Real Dirt on

Farming booklet, can reach and

inform the public in support of

food and farming activities in

Ontario.

Fruit and vegetable producers

certainly have a lot to think about

in addition to planting, irrigation,

and marketing; it’s going to be a

busy year for farmers and 

organizations alike.

Wishing good farming to all in

2018.

For more information on Farm

Environmental or Animal Welfare

projects at Farm & Food Care

Ontario, contact Bruce Kelly at

bruce@farmfoodcare.org 

Bruce Kelly is program manager,
Farm & Food Care Ontario. 
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June 9 Haskap Alberta - Southern Alberta Growers’ Day 

Picture Butte, AB

June 16 Garlic Growers of Ontario Information and Field 

Day, Jeff Rundalls’ farm, Durham, ON 

June 20 United Potato Growers Crop Transition 

Conference, Minneapolis, MN 

June 23 Farm & Food Care Breakfast on the Farm, 

Ancaster, ON 

June 25-27 United Fresh Convention, Chicago, IL 

July 5 Haskap School, University of Saskatchewan, 

Saskatoon, SK

July 6 Haskap Field Day, University of Saskatchewan, 

Saskatoon, SK 

July 16-18 Federal-Provincial-Territorial Agricultural 

Meetings, Vancouver, BC 

July 17-18 Canadian Horticultural Council Apple Working 

Group Meeting, Summerland, BC

July 22-25 International Fruit Tree Association Summer 

Tour, Kelowna, BC 

August 2 Nova Scotia Summer Orchard Tour, Kentville, NS

Aug 11-12 Perth Garlic Festival, Perth, ON

Aug 14-15 North American Strawberry Growers’ Association 

Summer Tour, Northern California (Watsonville) 

Aug 17 Carrotfest, Bradford & District Memorial 

Community Centre, Bradford, ON 

Aug 18 Garlic is Great Festival, Newmarket, ON 

Aug 21-24 International Carrot Conference, Madison, WI 

Aug 22 Ontario Potato Research Day, Elora Research 

Station, Elora, ON

Aug 23 U.S. Apple Outlook and Marketing Conference, 

Swissotel, Chicago, IL 

Aug 23 Ontario Potato Field Day, HJV Equipment, 

Alliston, ON 

Sept 5-7 Asia Fruit Logistica, Hong Kong

Sept 8-9 Stratford Garlic Festival, Rotary Complex, 

Stratford, ON

Sept 11 Berry Growers of Ontario Summer Tour, 

Willowtree Farms, Port Perry, ON 

Sept 11-13 Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show, Woodstock, ON

Sept 16 Toronto Garlic Festival, Artscape Wynchwood 

Barns, Toronto, ON 

Sept 18-22 International Plowing Match and Rural Expo, Pain 

Court, ON

Sept 26-27 Canadian Food Law and Policy Conference, 

University of Laval, Laval, QC 

October 3-4 Canadian Greenhouse Conference, Scotiabank 

Convention Centre, Niagara Falls, ON 

COMING EVENTS 2018The pace of change in 
agriculture keeps accelerating 

The ‘AQUA Wetland System’
“A new breed of constructed wetland”

AQUA Treatment Technologies Inc. designs and installs the ‘AQUA Wetland System’ (AWS) for tertiary 
treatment of many types of waste water including sanitary sewage, landfill leachate, dairy farm & abattoir
wastewater, greenhouse irrigation leachate water & mushroom farm leachate water (i.e. manure pile
leachate) and high strength winery washwater.

The ‘AQUA Wetland System’ is operated out of
doors and can achieve year-round tertiary treat-
ment of wastewater. This sub-surface, vertical flow
constructed wetland consists of sand & gravel beds
planted with moisture tolerant plant species. Water
is pumped vertically from cell to cell. There is no
open or standing water. Treatment occurs through
physical filtration & biological degradation. Plants
shade & insulate the cells, cycling nutrients while
preventing algae growth. There is no production of
sludge.

The AWS has been approved for use by the
Ontario Ministry of Environment through over 40 Environmental Compliance Approvals. Recently the Region
of Niagara began approving the AWS for treatment of ‘small flow’ winery washwater I.e. < 10,000 liters
per day. Other agencies who have issued approvals include Health Canada, USEPA and OMAFRA. Recent
projects include:
1) treatment & re-use of greenhouse irrigation leach water at
greenhouses in Niagara & Haldimand
2) treatment of winery wastewater at Greenlane Estates Winery
& numerous other in Niagara 
3) treatment of landfill leachate at sites in Pembroke, Niagara
and Alabama

For additional information please 
contact Lloyd Rozema at 905-327-4571
or email lrozema@aqua-tt.com
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Since Amazon purchased

Whole Foods, we have seen

acceleration in the race to sell

food on-line. The pace of

change is something we have

not experienced in the food

industry. Bricks and mortar

retailers are investing millions

in on-line platforms and tradi-

tional on-line retailers like

Amazon are opening bricks and

mortar stores. We need to figure

out what does it all mean for

suppliers in the industry.

We have to remember 

people have to eat and our job

in the industry is to figure out

the best way for them to want

our products and be able to get

them into their house. On-line

is one more option for 

consumers. It does not mean

they will eat more.  It does

mean they will buy differently

and the more they buy on-line

the less they will buy in store.

Selling food on-line is different 

If you are only available on-

line through your retail partners

you are at their mercy as to how

your product will be displayed

and where. This is risky, as

most on-line platforms need to

be improved. Just look at your

category. It does not reflect the

store.

You are limited to the space

on their screen or their phone as

opposed to making the purchase

decision in front of the entire

category. For suppliers you

need to consider how you come

across on-line. Three things you

should do today:

1. Find your products on-line

and try to buy them.

2. Is the print on your packag-

ing large enough to register?

3. Where is your item in the 

on-line delivery? If it is not in

the right place talk to your 

customer. You will both lose

sales.

If you are selling direct to

consumers on-line you are

entering a whole new world.

Building relationships with 

consumers is different in this

medium. Often the key is to

develop the relationship before

you try to sell. Many consumers

rely on the opinions of complete

strangers. Consider how many

people book a hotel based on

recommendations from 

complete strangers. You can

control the experience from

start to finish, which is great but

it is also a lot of work. You need

to make sure the interaction

with everything from your 

website to the delivery of 

product reflects the brand as

you have designed it. Three

things you should do today:

1. Look to see what consumers

are saying about you on-line

2. Purchase your own product

regularly to ensure your partners

such as fulfillment houses and

delivery are doing what you are

paying for.

3. Make sure you are growing

your list to continue expanding

your market. The world is your

market but only if you grow

your list.

Your customers believe they

have to be on-line and so should

you

You have an opportunity to

build sales for your products

with the right on-line presence.

You do not have to sell direct to

consumers if it is not right for

your business but you do have

to develop relationships with

consumers.  Remember it is

your job to ensure your products

sell. You can influence this 

on-line. 

One of the benefits of 

promoting products within

social media is that you can be

very focused. Define your target

consumer, find out where they

hang out on-line and communi-

cate with them. Build demand

for your items. Remember to

put the right resources into this.

Think of it as having the 

opportunity to have a personal

conversation with the people

who pay your salary. I have

heard many farmers say they

find selling at farm markets

invaluable for the direct 

feedback they get from 

consumers. Feedback on-line is

no different.

Your customers watch what you

do on-line

Your customers (the retailers)

can see everything you do on-

line. They do watch from time

to time so keep this in mind.

Retailers will also view your

message that is intended for the

consumer.

You can also use this to your

advantage. You can share with

consumers where to find your

product or perhaps offer 

suggestions that drive 

consumption. Both of these 

initiatives help your customers.

You will not get a thank you call

or an email but they know you

are in their court.

Subscription-based business

models 

We are starting to see more

subscription-based business

models. Consumers make a

commitment to purchase the

item regularly and you send it

to them. This can be mutually

beneficial in that you have a

consumer for a year and they

know the product will just

arrive. The challenge is to find

items that people need on a 

regular basis and your solution

is right-sized for them. This can

mean it is always the same and

they do not get tired of it or you

have to vary it to keep them

interested. 

Meal kits are an example of a

subscription-based business.

You commit to two to three

meals per week, have some

input on the menu and it just

arrives. We also see some other

categories such as pet food

where it can be successful. 

Loyalty is very important

here. If you have this consumer

committed for 12 months they

are not going to buy anywhere

else. That is a great place to be

with that consumer. In the

bricks and mortar environment,

you are at risk every time they

enter the store that they will

buy a competitor. 

I am not sure how many 

different packages people want

coming to their house but this

option continues to grow. It is

great for gift-type items where

you can give someone product

ABC for an entire year.

As a supplier in the food

industry it is your job to sell

your products. On-line is an

integral part of that job now.

Whether you are leaving the

transaction to your customers in

their on-line platform or you are

doing it yourself you need to be

aware of the changes and what

the impact is on the end user.

Check out the options on-line

and experience it as a con-

sumer, not a supplier.

If you have any questions

about selling your products

please give me a call at (902)

489-2900 or send me an email at

peter@skufood.com.   

WHAT’S IN STORE? 

Plant-based protein

Plant-based protein is a hot

topic in the food industry.

Consumers are looking for

options and retailers in markets

from British Columbia to

Newfoundland tell me 

consumers are looking for these

items. This is an emerging 

category and we see it in 

different parts of the store.

Many of the items are not new

but they are being positioned as

protein, as opposed to produce.

Peter Chapman is a retail 
consultant, professional speaker
and the author of A la Cart-A 
suppliers’ guide to retailer’s 
priorities. Peter is based in Halifax
N.S. where he is the principal at
GPS Business Solutions and a
partner in SKUfood.com, an on
line resource for food producers.
Peter works with producers and
processors to help them navigate
through the retail environment with
the ultimate goal to get more of their
items in the shopping cart.  
peter@skufood.com

RETAIL NAVIGATOR

On-line is one more distribution method  

PETER CHAPMAN
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I really was not sure about

writing this article as I thought

it may “rock the boat” too

much. But then, today, I had a

truck arrive on time for a 6 am

appointment that finally was

released at 1:15 pm. So, it’s time

to talk about wait-time. 

It is that dirty little secret

that no one wants to address

and most people would like to

choose to ignore.  However,

wait-time is a real problem that

affects all stakeholders 

throughout the supply-chain.

First, let us define wait-time.

Generally, it is the minutes or

hours truck drivers wait beyond

what is anticipated or agreed

upon for loading or unloading of

freight. Typical transportation

industry standard is any time

after two hours.

Wait time can greatly affect

the produce industry’s 

ecosystem, disrupting a logistics

strategy. Capacity for drivers

continues to be an issue and the

more time drivers are spending

sitting in a dock the less time

they spend on the road. This

exacerbates the capacity 

problem further. Many 

companies think it’s not their

problem, when in reality this

issue spans shipper, receiver,

customers and carriers and their

drivers.  

At this present time, drivers

are regularly not paid for their

wait-time, and this is a problem

for everyone.  Detention is 

likely a symptom of a larger

labour or organizational issue

that needs to be solved and

shippers/receivers should be

interested in the reasons behind

detention. Currently shippers

and receivers have few 

consequences. However, as the

“shipper of choice revolution” is

starting, we are starting to see

carriers choose whom they work

with and drivers even refuse to

go to certain shippers and

receivers. 

We are going to see “good”

shippers and receivers get

capacity for their freight, while

shippers and receivers 

perceived as “undesirable” will

struggle to find carriers to cover

their loads. As driver shortages

and the ELD (electronic 

logging device) mandate is

implemented in Canada this

effect will only intensify going

forward.

Even now there are some

companies with such bad 

reputations drivers will refuse to

go to them.  Whether it’s

extreme fines with rigid rules or

excessive wait times and no

detention pay, these are the 

factors that drivers are taking

into consideration when they

choose their partners to do 

business with. To be honest,

who can blame them, when

time is the most valuable 

commodity we have.

Now for the numbers. It is

estimated that wait time at 

loading and unloading reduces

income by $1.1 billion to $1.3

billion for for-hire commercial

motor vehicle drivers in the

American truckload sector.

Also, research shows there is an

increased possibility of a crash

when there is even a 15-minute

overage of time waited.  

However, income losses and

safety threats could be much

higher than estimated due to

extremely limited data on driver

detention. This is interesting as

some companies are paying for

detention. Are they tracking

these costs?  Do they even

know what these inefficiencies

may be costing them?

For someone who has been

in this industry for more than 15

years, it’s shocking that this

issue has not been addressed

earlier. Before, the shippers and

customers had a lot of power

due to an imbalance in capacity

and volume of product needing

to be moved. However, that has

now changed. The available

capacity cannot cover all the

product that needs to move.

Now carriers and drivers have

more control and can choose

whom they want to work with

and avoid “undesirable” 

facilities.  

How will you as a shipper or

receiver work towards 

addressing this challenge? How

will you ensure you can attract

capacity when you need it?

Jennifer Morris is president of Two
Roads Logistics based in Toronto,
Ontario. She is an international
shipping and logistics consultant
with 15 years of experience in 
produce transportation. Her 
passion for helping small and 
innovative businesses is a welcome
addition to the Education
Committee of the Canadian
Produce Marketing Association. She
holds a degree in psychology from
the University of Windsor.

Photo by Glenn Lowson

MAKING MOVES

Driver wait-time: 
It is everyone’s problem   

JENNIFER MORRIS

Today I had a truck arrive on time for a 6 am appointment that finally was
released at 1:15 pm.  So, it’s time to talk about wait-time. 
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Many miles to go to solve
logistics headaches   
KAREN DAVIDSON

Three factors are driving a

perfect storm on the transporta-

tion front. First, in the U.S.

there is an estimated shortage of

up to 40,000 truck drivers, a

trend that’s also felt in Canada.

Secondly, as of December 2017,

the U.S. started to enforce 

legislation that every 

commercial motor carrier install

an electronic logging device

(ELD) so that operators running

in America are curbed to driving

a maximum of 10 hours per day.

And lastly, congestion in major

urban centres is idling trucks on

the road close to their 

destination. It’s called the “last

mile” challenge. 

“As an industry we need to

come up with best practices,”

says Stewart Lapage, director of

transportation, The

Oppenheimer Group (Oppy

Transport). “The idea that

trucks will regularly make more

than two or three pick-ups and

spend hours waiting on product

at sheds is not generally 

accepted anymore.”  

That’s what Lapage shared

at the recent Learning Lounge

held at the Canadian Produce

Marketing Association 

convention in Vancouver. He

was joined by Guy Milette,

Courchesne Larose from

Montreal and Brent Lloyd, The

Star Group, from Calgary who

talked about disruptors in the

produce industry. 

For some background, Oppy

Transport was created in the

late 1990s as an offshoot of the

Vancouver-based Oppenheimer

Group to move its vast assort-

ment of produce from around

the globe. Lapage came to the

company in 2014 to oversee

transportation offices in Calgary,

Vancouver, Los Angeles,

Newark and Tampa Bay. The

scope of the Oppy Transport’s

business is best quantified by

the 47,000 shipments of fresh

produce moved in 2017. 

“Prior to this new legislation,

there was a significant gray area

in how drivers would record

their daily hours of service

(HOS) that when manipulated

allowed them to maximize 

driver time,” says Lapage. “I’m

supportive of this new 

legislation that creates a level

playing field for all transport

providers and prioritizes safety.”  

Similar legislation for drivers

on Canadian domestic moves is

anticipated in 2020, when 

drivers who run only in Canada

(currently exempt from this 

legislation in the U.S.) will be

required to operate on ELDs.

This will have a tremendous

impact on the truck market in

Canada, although the 13 hours

of drive time allotted per driver,

per day (as opposed to the 10

hours permitted to U.S. drivers)

is not expected to be impacted.

The challenge for companies

such as Oppy Transport is to

manage supply and demand

fluctuations in the transporta-

tion market. The week prior to

the Canadian July 1 holiday and

the American July 4 holiday is a

prime example of when the

market demand for trucks will

peak and available capacity will

be scarce. The utmost demand

will be seen out of regions such

as southern California where a

number of products are shipped

north and customers may expect

to pay a 15 to 25 per cent 

surcharge in truck costs to

ensure their loads get picked up

and delivered.

“Relationships with our key

transport partners are impor-

tant,” Lapage told The Grower

in a post-event interview. “We

now need to ensure our freight

is attractive to carriers. That can

be done by reducing wait times

and ensuring that we’re paying

fair market rates.” 

Creating attractive freight

means limiting the number of

pickups to one or two from what

was once commonly three to

five. It takes an increased level

of planning and communication

between sales, warehouses,

transportation and carriers to

create a more efficient supply

chain process. There is also the

expectation that the shipper will

ensure produce is packed and

cooled to temperature before

carriers arrive for loading.  

“Local consolidation of 

product is a major point of 

conversation at the moment,”

says Lapage. “We’re seeing

more growers sending their 

produce to one central shed for

packing, labeling and 

subsequently shipping.”  

This trend is alive and well

in Canada. It is common to see

British Columbia berry growers

concentrate their shipping out

of sheds in Aldergrove and

Delta, for example, while 

greenhouse growers send their

produce to marketing specialists

in Leamington, Ontario.

“The last mile” conundrum

is having an effect on consolida-

tion as well. There are so many

vendors in the supply chain to

retail and foodservice that they

are having to consolidate ship-

ments as well to drive out costs.  

To address this issue, Oppy

Transport has developed a local

program for a national retailer to

service their local stores in

Vancouver.  Lapage explains

that they take their own 

produce and other vendors’

products from Oppenheimer’s

Coquitlam, BC distribution 

centre and deliver to all 

locations in the lower mainland

daily. It’s a collaborative 

program that sevices a need for

a major client.  

What’s more controversial in

the industry right now is the

emergence of home delivery

programs offered by retailers to

service e-commerce business.

Doesn’t that put more vehicles

on the road?  This is part of the

revolution in the produce indus-

try with no clear answers. 

Some early-adopting truck

fleets have converted to Fortis

Natural Gas in British

Columbia, however Lapage

offers a more tempered view. 

“This is exciting to see but

the fact of the matter is that it

will take decades for this and

other new technologies to have

a significant environmental

impact due to the number of

traditional diesel fuel trucks on

the road today. The next

decade will be pivotal to see

how many carriers choose to

adopt and invest in these new

technologies.” 

As the Canadian produce

season comes into full force this

summer, some of the trucking

capacity concerns out of the

U.S. will subside. Lapage and

his team will be continuing to

work on a network of solutions. 

L-R: Guy Milette, Courchesne Larose, Montreal, Stewart Lapage, OPPY Transport, Calgary and

Brent Lloyd, The Star Group, Calgary.

Oppy Transport crosses the Fraser River near the Coquitlam, BC distribution centre.

One of my biggest challenges is to keep human contact with vendors, buyers,
carriers. In the last few years, it’s become more difficult.

~ GUY MILETTE, COURCHESNE LAROSE, MONTREAL

“

“

I’ve been in business for 42 years. The interaction is starting to fade. The 
challenge in logistics is to get people on the phone and to push that 
relationship-building.

~ BRENT LLOYD, THE STAR GROUP, CALGARY  

“

“
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Customs experts help exports to the United States

FOCUS: LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY

Who better to ask for cus-

toms advice than Breanna

Leininger.  She operates out of

the Pacific Customs Brokers

Inc. office at the Blaine,

Washington entry to the United

States and looks across the bor-

der to her Canadian colleagues.

She’s seen a lot of British

Columbia blueberries on their

way to markets in the southern

states.  

“There are many parties and

regulatory agencies that blue-

berry exports encounter when

shipped internationally,”

Leininger says. “ It’s important

to be familiar with each party,

and to have a good understand-

ing of the role each of them

play in facilitating the move-

ment of goods as well as the

production of goods.”

These parties include, but

are not limited to:

• Grower / Harvester

• Packer

• Shipper / Exporter

• Consignee

• Importer of Record 

• US Customs

• USDA

• FDA 

• Customs Broker

• Carrier

• Freight Forwarder

The U.S. importer, or

Importer of Record (IOR) can

be the exporter or the U.S.

importer that receives the

goods.  The “right to make

entry” is granted to the owner

or purchaser. Basically in order

to be the IOR for a shipment

you must be a party to the

transaction, meaning you must

have some financial interest.

The Importer of Record may be

a resident or a non-resident.

They must have detailed

knowledge of the goods such as

what is being shipped, where it

came from and where it’s going.

The importer of record is

responsible for filing the 

declaration with U.S. customs

and any other regulatory 

agencies in order to allow the

goods to enter into the 

commerce of the intended

country. This means they must

prepare all of the documents

and have a good record-keeping

system of their transactions.

U.S. Customs requires all 

documents related to the 

shipment to be held for five

years.

Some of the documents

include:

• Commercial Invoice – That

includes all of the CBP, FDA,

and USDA required information

• Packing List

• Bill of Lading or Airway Bill

• All FDA and USDA required

documentation 

• Carrier’s information

Additional consideration that

impact this industry include:

• The Food Produce Safety

Rule

• The evolution of FDAs

Foreign Suppliers Verification

Program (FSVP) that continues

to impact more and more

exporters regardless of the size

of their operations

• Water quality concerns 

• The increase in inspections

by Customs and Border

Protection, (CBP), Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) and

U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA). Each agency can

request an inspection separate

from the other agencies 

• Keeping an eye out for 

possible anti-dumping and

countervailing consideration as

they have hit other product

entries

The progression of NAFTA

and what seasonal tariffs may be

imposed. 

There is a chain of events

when a shipment is exported to

the U.S. and a series of steps

that exporters must take. 

1. The importer must prepare

the paperwork for clearance

2.  Provide that paperwork to

the carrier and the broker for

declaration preparation

3. The broker will file the entry

and send the information to

CBP, FDA, and USDA

4. The carrier will prepare the

manifest that links to the entry 

5. The carrier arrives at the bor-

der with the electronic manifest

and the officers there are able to

pull up electronically the carrier

and broker information

6. CBP, FDA, and USDA will

assess product admissibility and

will either grant entrance or will

refuse the shipment. This

includes paperwork review,

physical inspection, and a

review of the parties involved in

the transaction.  

If all checks out and all three

agencies approve, then the

goods will be allowed to enter

into the realm of commerce. 

Leininger says that timing

differs depending on mode of

transportation, but a general

rule is to arrive at least four

hours prior at the port of entry.

It is best practice to allot 24

hours in case issues arise in

order to avoid shipment delays.

Most exports take place on

Friday’s and Tuesday’s so those

are the highest traffic days.

FDA requires prior notice of 

filing two hours before arrival.

So if the broker receives the

electronic okay from FDA at 2

pm the goods cannot cross until

4 pm.  

It is also important to note

that FDA is only open Monday

to Friday, so if a shipment

crosses on a weekend day and is

flagged by FDA it will not

process the paperwork until

Monday. That means the goods

will have to stay within 50 miles

of the port until FDA issues

their release of the goods, and

they must be held intact (can-

not be distributed). If they

move beyond the 50-mile limit,

they may have to be redelivered

to the port. If they fail to 

redeliver or distribute the 

product, a penalty will be issued

in the amount of three times

the value of the product. So for

a $30,000 shipment it could be a

$90,000 penalty. With fresh

product it is good practice to

utilize weekdays for crossing. 

The most common mistakes,

says Leininger, include 

incomplete paperwork, 

incomplete information and

crossing before the FDA 

two-hour, prior-notice window.

Those three things can flag an

import for inspections, delays,

penalties and audit. 

“It is vital to assemble a

team of experts to handle your

transactions,” advises Leininger.

“From the carrier to the 

customs broker, they represent

you at the port of entry. The

most successful transactions and

the exporters that see the 

greatest success in the U.S. 

market are those that assemble

a professional team and keep

that team informed.”

It’s a convoluted path to ship directly to Shanghai 
KAREN DAVIDSON

There’s no silk road to shipping to China. While the

flight path may be 9,000 kilometres from Vancouver to

Shanghai, the 80 kilometres from Abbotsford to the 

airport is fraught with peril. Since the Chinese market

opened to British Columbia blueberries in 2016, the

rules surrounding shipments have changed frequently. 

“About 20 per cent of our half million pounds of

blueberry production is exported,” says David Mutz,

export and operations manager, Berry Haven Farms,

Abbotsford, BC.  “It’s not quite so easy.”

Of all the Asian destinations – Singapore, Indonesia,

Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong – China is the most

demanding.  

“The Chinese market is okay, but it’s not what we

expected,” says Mutz. “The peak of our production in

late July overlaps China’s domestic production. Better

opportunities open up in August and September.” 

The timing means choosing an early mid-season

blueberry variety such as Draper and late-maturing

blueberry varieties that will ship well such as Liberty,

Cargo, Elliot and Aurora. 

Intentions to export start well before growing season.

Growers must enroll in the Chinese shipping program,

identifying all fields and submitting IPM monitoring

data. The increasing severity of the invasive pest, spot-

ted wing drosophila, and requirements for frequent

sprays are added burdens. The Maximum Residue

Levels (MRLs) differ for each Asian country. 

When blueberries are hand-harvested for the fresh

market, they must be precooled to 1°C, then sorted,

graded, packed and returned to the cooler for 

temperature verification. Each case must be identified

with field of origin, packing day and facility number.

Officials from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency

must be called to conduct a phytosanitary inspection of

the pallets destined for export.

Berry Haven Farms has a refrigerated truck to 

deliver to one of Vancouver’s perishable freight 

specialists. Two years ago, Transport Canada instituted

a requirement for X-rays of all pallets, a security 

measure for bombs or contraband. Those rules have

tightened for 2018. Mutz is confirming the new rules,

but has heard that inspectors may need to break down

individual cases. That’s a time-consuming process with

200 cases per pallet.

“We’re now investigating whether we can apply for

known consignor status,” says Mutz. “It’s a program

where we would become a bonded facility, providing

background checks on all of our staff.”  

With these multiple steps, Mutz estimates that 

transportation and logistics account for 50 to 60 per cent

of the landed price. Costs are not going down as B.C.’s

minimum wage rate rises from $11.35 per hour to

$12.65 per hour on June 1.

“The margin for exports varies throughout the 

season, but in late July, it’s close to zero,” says Mutz.

“However, we’re sticking to exports to move product.

There is so much North American product from

Washington, Oregon, Michigan and Jersey, that we

have to find export markets.” 

For all the trade missions to China and the 

promising headlines, the reality is that B.C.’s blueberry

growers are pinched to make the deal work.  

Berry Haven Farms’ blueberries are readied for 

shipment from Abbotsford, British Columbia to Asia.



KAREN DAVIDSON

For those attending the

Canadian Produce Marketing

Association convention and

trade show in Vancouver, one of

the most prominent topics was

logistics and transportation.

Exhibitors such as Emerson

Cargo Solutions were well 

positioned to address critical

needs in the supply chain.

For those familiar with

Fortune 500 companies,

Emerson Electric comes to

mind. But to show how quickly

business is changing with 

mergers and acquisitions, the

company also known for its air

conditioning compressors,

acquired Locus Traxx and

PakSense in August 2016.  

“It made total sense to

extend the company’s presence

into in-transit monitoring,” says

Amy Childress, vice-president,

marketing, Emerson Cargo

Solutions. “It was a natural 

evolution to complete the 

cold-chain offering.” 

The advent of real-time 

locators, temperature and light

monitoring has removed some

risk in the perishable produce

business. The $40 GO Real-

Time Lux tracker, about the

size of a deck of cards, reports

data in real time. If the truck’s

cargo door is opened or if there

is a temperature excursion in

transit, the data is relayed to a

cloud-based system called

Oversight that sends alerts in

real time. 

Another device is a GO 

Real-Time XL tracker which

provides extended battery life

and is optimized for ocean 

shipments. Once the cargo gets

close to a port, data on in-transit

conditions are uploaded to

Oversight. This device runs

around $60.

With a shortage of truck 

drivers and the new U.S.

enforcement of truck driver

hours of service, the ability to

pinpoint trucks en route or at

the border is crucial. These

real-time trackers are helping

mitigate food waste.

The GO PDF logger is flat

and can be plugged into the

USB port of a computer. It can

generate a PDF file that lays

out the time and temperature

history, including graphs and

summary data.  

The GO TH Logger records

both temperature and 

humidity. This data can be

downloaded, graphed and saved

electronically.  

These cold-chain 

technologies are necessary and

helpful in maintaining food

safety as well as preventing food

waste. Canadian clients range

from the berry and greenhouse

tomato industries to cherries.

Emerson now has offices in

British Columbia, Ontario and

Quebec to service growers and

shippers.  

“These devices offer insight

beyond your eyesight with

every truck on the road,” says

Childress.  “It’s very powerful

for suppliers to say that they can

help protect the integrity of the

product, even when it’s outside

of their direct control.”  

In fact, major retailers are

often monitoring and controlling

their coolers with Emerson

equipment, so it’s a natural

extension to request suppliers

monitor their products in tran-

sit. In the case of any disputes,

the readouts from monitoring

equipment can provide details

on where the issue occurred in

the cold chain. 

“Food is global,” says

Childress. “We’re finding that

Canadian customers are now

bringing in produce from

Mexico or the U.S. and vice

versa.” 

These products are adding a

layer of insurance that did not

exist a few years ago. From time

to time, disputes will arise

about the status of a fresh 

produce shipment. Given that

time is worth more than ever,

it’s a good plan to avoid 

disruption with cold hard facts.
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Temperature trackers and loggers are insurance for the road 
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Inocucor changes name to Concentric 
BITS AND BITES

Inocucor Corporation, a

developer and producer of 

proprietary biological and 

essential plant nutrient inputs

for specialty and broadacre

crops, has announced it will

change its name to Concentric

Ag Corporation. 

Concentric by definition

means “having a common 

center,” and the new name 

represents the company’s 

dedication to standing alongside

growers to find crop solutions

that will usher in a safe, smart

Second Green Revolution. The

name Concentric also symbol-

izes growth and vitality in

nature such as rings in a tree, a

nod to the company’s products

designed to help growers’ crops

reach their full harvest 

potential.

President and CEO Donald

R. Marvin said the name change

marks the beginning of a new

era for the company, as it

emerges from a start-up to an

established leader in biologicals

and essential plant nutrient

products for growers.

“Our new name Concentric

signifies a pivotal moment for

the company,” Marvin said.

“We have closed our Series B

funding, completed our first

strategic acquisition and have

hired a very smart group of

executives to drive commercial

expansion in North America

and beyond. We are focused on

leading the industry with 

biological and plant nutrient

combinations that bring real

solutions to growers.”

In early May, Concentric

occupied its new 30,000-square-

foot U.S. headquarters and 

commercialization office in

Centennial, Colo., near Denver.

Its Montreal-based, R&D

Technical Center of Excellence

was recently expanded to

20,000 square feet. In April,

Concentric acquired ATP

Nutrition, a producer of 

science-based plant nutrients

based in Oak Bluff, Manitoba,

Canada. 

The company employs about

65 people in the U.S. and

Canada today, and anticipates

adding another 25 to 30 high-

level scientific and managerial

professionals over the next year. 

For more information on

Concentric and the origin of its

new company name, visit

www.ConcentricAg.com.

Source:  Concentric May 17, 2018
news release

DRC has answers about exporting to Canada   
The Dispute Resolution Corporation (DRC)

has developed and released Exporting to Canada:

frequently asked questions from companies 

outside of Canada. The Q&A document, logo and

visual presentation were launched at the recent

CPMA Vancouver convention.

The information offers an overview of the

DRC and its services, its jurisdiction in domestic

and international disputes as well as the dispute

resolution process, enforcement and access to

arbitration awards. The brochure is available in

English, French and Spanish and while the target

audience is those looking to export to Canada,

the information is also of interest and value to

anyone trading in the fresh produce business who

is not familiar with or a member of the DRC.

For Canadians, the anticipated coming into

force of the Safe Food for Canadians Regulations

is important as it includes a regulatory 

requirement for those who buy, sell, import or

export fresh fruits and vegetables to be a DRC

member unless exempt. A key message for those

looking to Canada is: “do not sell to or buy from a

person in Canada who is not a DRC member.”

“Packaging the information in this format is

timely given the increase in inquiries from 

companies interested in knowing more about

doing business in Canada as well as our targeted

outreach to a number of embassies and trade

facilitation offices,” notes DRC CEO, Fred

Webber.

The DRC is a member-based organization

whose core work is business-to-business private

commercial dispute resolution. The document is

available at www.fvdrc.com. For any trade related

disputes or information related to the proposed

CFIA regulatory requirement for a DRC 

membership, please contact the DRC Help Desk

at 613-234-0982.

It’s telling that a vintner is

now chair of the Ontario Craft

Cider Association (OCCA).

Richard Liu, owner of Ironwood

Cider and Sunnybrook Wine in

Niagara-on-the-Lake, cites the

LCBO statistics to make his

point about long-term growth.

Ontario craft cider producers

are estimated to have topped

three million litres in 2017. In

the LCBO’s cider category,

Ontario’s craft cider has gone

from seven per cent to 11.5 per

cent of the category in just one

year, strong growth considering

it surfaced only 5 years ago.

“I’m a long-term guy in this

capital-intensive industry,” says

Liu. “I think there’s a lot of

potential in the next five to 10

years for craft ciders and that

they can totally compete with

international brands.” 

In contrast, Ontario’s well-

established wine industry owns

nine per cent of the VQA wines

consumed in the market. 

“Ultimately, we want to grow

a strong and lasting relationship

with Ontario’s apple growers,”

says Liu. “We want to build on

the value chain.”  

A meeting is scheduled for

June to talk to the Ontario

Apple Growers’ leadership. Not

every apple is graded for the

fresh market, so the 41-member

Ontario Craft Cider Association

wants growers to know there is

a home for seconds. Spy and

Russet varieties are particularly

valued for their sharp acidity.  

As Liu explains, the craft

cider industry is in its infancy.

Statistics aren’t available for the

60 or so producers, many with

on-farm cider sales. But 

government support in the

Ontario Small Cidery Support

Program is helping to increase

capacity. A year ago, the 

provincial government

announced that eligible cideries

could receive up to 74 cents per

litre on eligible sales to a 

maximum of $220,000 per year

per producer. To be eligible,

100 per cent Ontario apples

must be used. 

It’s a good time for a summer

sipper that has an alcohol 

content in the four to seven per

cent range. Appropriately, June

1- 8 has been declared Ontario

Craft Cider Week.  

Ontario celebrates Craft Cider Week June 1 - 8

Ultimately, we want to grow a strong and lasting relationship with Ontario’s
apple growers. We want to build on the value chain. ~ RICHARD LIU

“

“



For DRC members, be

aware that you have nine

months from when the dispute

arose to file a notice of dispute.

Unfortunately, it is not 

uncommon to receive calls

about claims that are beyond

the deadline or are quickly

approaching it. Having dealt

with thousands of calls over the

years, at DRC we get it.

Sometimes things can get away

from us, especially if we get

busy and most other business is

going well.

However, the nine-month

limitation of claims must be

taken seriously as it prevents

the use of any other recourse

outside of DRC to resolve your

dispute.  DRC Mediation and

Arbitration Rules, Article 4,

states, “…the Claim is notified

to the Corporation by way of a

Notice of Dispute within nine

(9) months of when the Claim

arose or within nine (9) months

of when the claimant ought 

reasonably to have known of its

existence.”

The wording “ought 

reasonably to have known” is

intended to address indirect 

situations where notice of a

problem was not explicitly 

communicated by one party to

another.  An example would be

when a cheque is returned for

not sufficient funds.

Keep in mind that according

to DRC rules, “Failure to file

the claim with the Corporation

(DRC) within this time shall be

deemed an abandonment of the

Claim and prevent recovery

against another member.” In

other words, you may have lost

an opportunity to potentially

recover some funds.

Our advice is to flag these

accounts at the six-month mark

(or sooner) to prevent you from

accidentally getting close to the

nine-month deadline. Give the

DRC Help Desk a call and

check the DRC website to 

verify that your buyers and 

suppliers are active members. 

Source: Dispute Resolution
Corporation, May 2018 newsletter.

The Niagara peninsula now

has an organization that collects

left-over produce: Niagara

Christian Gleaners in

Smithville, Ontario.   

“Our aims and objectives are

very similar to the Ontario

Christian Gleaners in

Cambridge, but we are 

completely independent from

each other,” explains Adrian

Dieleman, founder.  

The organization collects

left-over produce, processes it

and makes it into a dried 

vegetable mix which is made

available to overseas mission

organizations for distribution

through their existing network.

This product goes to schools,

hospitals and refugee camps.

On the receiving end, the mix

has to be re-hydrated before

consumption.

The group also plans to 

collect and dry fruit and hand it

out as a ready-to-eat snack.

Both products will be dried to a

10-15 per cent moisture level

and it will have a 30-month

shelf life.

“While we hope that all

growers produce big, good 

looking and healthy crops with

a eager market to buy it all,

sometimes too much is 

produced or the product does

not meet the customer’s 

expectation,” says Dieleman.

“In such a situation we would

love to receive it.”

For more information, call

Adrian Dieleman at 905 309

3340 or go to: 

www.niagaragleaners.org 
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Back to basics

New Gleaners outlet     

PERFECT
FROM PLANTING TO PLATTER

Look no further than Luna® fungicides for the best  

ways to keep your horticulture crops healthy, and  

your bottom line even healthier. Both Luna Tranquility® 

and Luna Sensation™ offer a broad crop label and 

wide disease spectrum to give you nothing but higher 

quality and higher yielding crops. Expect nothing but 

perfection with Luna.

Learn more at cropscience.bayer.ca/Luna

cropscience.bayer.ca or 1 888-283-6847 or contact your Bayer representative. @Bayer4CropsCA
Always read and follow label directions. Luna®, Luna Sensation™ and Luna Tranquility® are trademarks of the Bayer Group. Bayer CropScience Inc. is a member of CropLife Canada.
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Fungicide efficacy summary tables for 
management of diseases in field tomatoes
CHERYL TRUEMAN

About these tables:

• These tables were created using results from replicated processing tomato field trials at the Ridgetown Campus, University of Guelph. Please contact the author for more

information on research methods and copies of full reports. The tables are for information only and do not guarantee successful results with the use of any product. 

• Always check the most recent version of the product label before applying any product.

• Only products labelled for ‘control’ of the specific disease are included in each table except where noted.

Late blight:

• An Ontario-specific version of fungicide ratings by Dr. Tom Zitter (Cornell University) for late blight was compiled by Janice LeBoeuf (OMAFRA) in 2015 and is posted

here.

• Some fungicides are not included in the summary. Efficacy trials completed in the Great Lakes Region suggest:

o Zampro (Group 40 + 45, ametoctradin + dimethomorph): dimethomorph is rated ++ by Dr. Tom Zitter; Zampro was equivalent to programs using ++ and +++ rated

fungicides in a trial in Pennsylvania.

o Orondis Ultra (Group U15 + 40, oxathiapiprolin + mandipropamid): mandipropamid is rated ++ by Dr. Tom Zitter; oxathiapiprolin provided very good (+++) control

when applied in rotation with ++ rated fungicides in a trial in Pennsylvania.

Anthracnose (fruit rot):

• Fungicide trials for anthracnose management are completed on a regular basis at the Ridgetown Campus, University of Guelph. Only data from trials with high disease

pressure were considered in developing these ratings.

1*0 (no effect) no difference from control plots that receive no fungicide; + (poor) inconsistent control and/or some effect at reducing; ++ (OK to good) consistent control, does not perform as well
as +++ products in all years; +++ (very good) consistent control, consistently one of the best fungicides in the trial. 
** These products are labelled for early blight on field tomatoes but have also shown efficacy against anthracnose and may be beneficial when applied for early blight control. 

Early blight:

• Early blight disease pressure is inconsistent at the Ridgetown Campus, University of Guelph. Ratings represent results of only one efficacy trial when disease pressure was

high. Therefore, it is not possible to include observations on product consistency in ratings. 



Septoria leaf spot:

• Septoria leaf spot pressure is inconsistent at the Ridgetown Campus, University of Guelph. Ratings represent results of only one efficacy trial when disease pressure was

high. Therefore, it is not possible to include observations on product consistency in ratings.

(table above)

20 (no effect) no difference from control plots that receive no fungicide; + (poor) some effect at reducing; ++ (OK to good) does not perform as well as +++ products; +++ (very good) one of the
best fungicides in the trial. 

30 (no effect) no difference from control plots that receive no fungicide; + (poor) some effect at reducing; ++ (OK to good) does not perform as well as +++ products; +++ (very good) one of the
best fungicides in the trial. ** These products are labelled for early blight on field tomatoes but have also shown efficacy against Septoria leaf spot and may be beneficial when applied for early
blight control.

Interested in a product not on the list?

If you didn’t find the product information you were looking for, check out the fungicide efficacy ratings from other locations: Wisconsin (late blight), New York (late

blight), New York (late blight, early blight), Georgia (various tomato diseases). 

Cheryl Trueman is vegetable integrated pest management college research professor, based at the Ridgetown Campus, University of Guelph. 

ELAINE RODDY

It all starts with a sample.

Some plant diseases are easy to

identify, others present a much

greater challenge. As we move

away from relying on 

broad-spectrum fungicides to

control a wide array of field 

diseases, the proper 

identification of symptoms

becomes even more important.

Where an old reliable product

such as chlorothalonil could be

depended upon to control or

suppress a large number of 

diseases, more recently 

registered fungicides will have

strong activity on a specific class

of fungi, and no activity on 

others. For example in 

cucurbits, products used to 

control downy mildew (a water

mould) will have little-to-no

activity on powdery mildew (a

true fungi).

Unfortunately there are only

so many symptoms a plant can

produce. Pathology books are

great at describing water-soaked

lesions, irregular margins, and

yellow halos (that may or may

not be present).  However, in

the field it is never quite that

clear; especially when it comes

to bacterial pathogens and those

causing wilts.  Having an 

accurate diagnosis not only

helps to chart the course of

action for the rest of the season,

it also helps highlight strengths

and weaknesses in the current

fungicide program, and to 

forward plan future cropping

strategies. 

When it comes to lab 

diagnostics, the results are only

as good as the sample. The lab

often isolates the pathogen from

the zone between the healthy

and symptomatic tissue. This is

the area in which the disease is

most actively growing. If the 

tissue is dead, there is a good

chance the pathogen has also

died in this area. Fully dead or

necrotic samples often come

back as a “non-detect.” If 

possible send several 

symptomatic leaves (or plants),

as it increases the likelihood of

being able to identify and iso-

late the problem.

Samples must arrive to the

lab alive.  It is very difficult to

isolate a pathogen from an

excessively wilted or dried up

specimen. If possible, keep

samples cool and hydrated 

during shipping. There is a fine

line between enough moisture

in the sample to keep it fresh,

and so much that it begins to

rot.

Laboratories offering plant

disease diagnosis in Ontario

include:

University of Guelph Pest

Diagnostic Clinic, Guelph –

www.afl.uoguelph.ca

A&L Biologicals, London -

www.albiologicals.com

Elaine Roddy is vegetable crop 
specialist, OMAFRA
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Fungicide efficacy summary tables for management of diseases 
in field tomatoes

The secret is in the sample   
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ASPARAGUS

ASPARAGUS
CROWNS
Millennium

Eclipse
Sandy Shore Farms Ltd.

P: (519) 8753382    
E: info@sandyshore.ca

www.sandyshorefarms.ca

MARKETPLACE
advertising@thegrower.org        866-898-8488 x 221

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

DON ARTHUR ORCHARD EQUIPMENT
(519) 599-3058 donarthur3@gmail.com     Clarksburg, ON

NEW TURBO-MIST SPRAYERS
* ALL TURBO-MIST PARTS IN STOCK - 

7 DAYS/WEEK IN SEASON

NEW -  EXTRA TALL 112” LOW DRIFT SPRAY TOWERS IN STOCK
NEW SPRAYERS - 400, 500, 600 GAL IN STOCK

Turbo-Mist 400 hydraulic controls, low hours, clean $11,250
TRADES NEEDED: GOOD CLEAN SPRAYERS & MOWERS
NEW Myers Centrifugal Pumps in stock
Dealer for Perfect Rotary Mowers & Flail Mowers
Apple Bin Carriers, 5-Bin - Order NOW for Fall.

TRADES, CONSIGNMENTS, LEASING, DELIVERY ANYWHERE
WARWICK

ORCHARDS & NURSERY LTD.

7056 Egremont Rd. RR8  Watford, ON  N0M 2S0

Tel: (519) 849-6730    Toll free: 877-550-7412
Fax: (519) 849-6731 

Email: warwickorchards@brktel.on.ca

3 Orchard Equipment & Supplies
3 Munckhof Orchard Sprayers
3 Votex Shredders
3 Votex Mowers
3 Tree Stakes & Tie 

Material

REAL ESTATE

SEED AND ROOTSTOCK

Providing quality 
apple trees for 40

years.

• Bench graft
• 9 month bench
• KNIP tree
• Top grafting existing orchard

Brian Van Brenk
31760 Erin Line

Fingal ON, Canada  
N0L 1K0

5199026353
www.vanbrenk.ca

brian@vanbrenk.ca

QUALITY 
FRUIT TREES

• APPLE on M9, B9 and M26
• Peach on Bailey
• PEAR on Quince

ORDER NOW FOR 
BEST SELECTION

WARWICK
ORCHARDS & NURSERY LTD

7056 Egremont Rd. R.R. #8

Watford, Ontario

N0M 2S0

warwickorchards@brktel.on.ca

Tel: (519) 849-6730

Toll free: 877-550-7412

Fax: (519) 849-6731

@growernews www.thegrower.org

Gerry Loeters for 
Royal LePage, RCR Realty.
PH. 519-765-4217
Cell. 519-773-6460
loeters@amtelecom.net

Blueberry
farm for sale
in West Elgin

near West-Lorne on major Highway. Appr.
13 acres in full production. Lots of room for
expansion. NOW certified organic. Full list
of equipment and financials available for 
serious inquiries only. $650,000

High producing orchard
south of Simcoe.Total

100 acres with 60 acres in orchard 2
homes, bunkhouse,machine shed and full
line of equipment. Mix of varieties and age
of trees available. More information 
available.$1.2 million

Very well established 
orchard located north of

Aylmer on # 73 Known as "The Big Apple"
Mostly young trees with new varieties 
coming in full production.Much more 
information available including full list of
equipment. Asking $1,188,000

BLUEBERRY FARM

ORCHARD

ORCHARD

NOW CERTIFIED ORGANIC

SOLD

CONDITIONALLY SOLD
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MARKETPLACE
advertising@thegrower.org        866-898-8488 x 221

ORCHARD SUPPLIES

TARGET YOUR MARKET 
BY COMMODITY OR 

GEOGRAPHY WITH AN

INSERT
IN THE GROWER

advertising@thegrower.org 

SELL YOUR USED FARM
EQUIPMENT

classified
ads

IN THE GROWER
advertising@thegrower.org 

CLASSIFIED ADS

Greefa A3 Fruit Grader. Good

condition $3,000. Arctic 

traveller Reefer unit, New,

$2,800. Wilde heavy-duty tree

planter, $2,500. David Brown

995 tractor, good working order,

$3,300. Call Kevin (905) 807-

9419 Binbrook.

Used grading equipment. 4 - 2

x 10 ft variable speed belts. 2  -

2 x 6ft belts. 1-2 x 6ft inspec-

tion belt. 1- 5ft round table. 3 –

24” Tew chain sizers. 1 -18”

Tew chain sizer. 1 – Tew 24”

washer. 1 – Tew 24” waxer.

Call Peter at 905-651-3003 or

Kevin at 1-905-651-3004

STORAGE TANKS

CONTAINERS & PACKAGING

• MADE IN CANADA
• 2L  & 4L plastic baskets
• Suitable for several products
• Strong durable plastic
• Sturdy handles

• Weather proof
• Air ventilation
• Reliable delivery

www.shouldicefarm.com
613-838-4203  •  shouldice1@bell.net

PLASTIC BASKETS

REFRIGERATION

COOLING EXPERTTSCOOLING EXPERT

.kooljeKOOLJET • (866) 748-7786 • www et.com
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I write this column with a

heavy heart. It is never easy to

end anything, especially a

career. I have tried to capture a

few highlights that I remember.

There are a few left out that

should be -- for various and

good reasons! To borrow a few

words: ‘Regrets, there have

been a few.’ (I missed too much

family time and special times,

and owe my wife Jane, and our

children James, Catherine, and

Rebecca so very much for what

I put them through over these

past many years. This is a debt I

can never repay.)

Here are a few of the high-

lights that I take pride in, and

may amuse you.

I did my Masters degree, in

part, with a look at the Pesticide

Use Survey from 1973 data,

leading to changes in 

procedures such as using actual

acreage data rather than Stats

Canada estimates, and actual

grower records of use rather

than estimates. I was able to

participate in each successive

five- year survey until 2013.

Back in 1974 I used a code-a-

phone message to quickly warn

growers to avoid potential

phyto-toxicity of a fungicide on

certain grape varieties and

incurred the wrath of the 

affected company, only to have

them recant and later put a

warning on the label. Quick

action saved them and the

growers a lot of hassle and a lot

of money. It was a forerunner of

using modern technology to

advantage.

I convinced the Publication

360 committee to change the

format of recommendations of

pesticides to enhance the 

message about resistance 

management. Families of 

chemicals were grouped, and

rotation of use between families

was promoted. Ontario had

much longer use of some actives

than neighbouring jurisdictions,

and never had some resistance

that cost growers elsewhere.

I was able to change the

apple scab infection table in

Pub 360 from the old Mills

table from the 1920s and 

introduced the new (then)

MacHardy version. New

research had shown some errors

in the old table, accounted for

infections ‘that shouldn’t have

happened,’ and has given better

results ever since.

In 1979 we came this close to

solving the Blue Mould 

epidemic in tobacco. It was the

tobacco buyers who scuttled

that, and many growers lost

everything --  indeed some lost

their lives. In 1996 another Blue

Mould epidemic was averted

because we did get an 

emergency registration for

Aliette. I took pride in being

able to help another industry

segment out of a big hole, and

maybe save a life along the way.

I was the OMAF member of

the group which developed the

first dealer, and the first grower

pesticide safety courses starting

in 1979. These were the first of

their kind in Canada, and led to

Canada-wide training. I have

stayed on as a member of the

steering committee ever since.

Working with the Ministry of

the Environment and CropLife

Canada, I helped to instigate

the first waste pesticide 

collection program, and later the

first empty pesticide container

collections in Ontario. These

are now a given, but it was a

fight for budget and political

support at the time.

Helped to implement a new

one-time AAFC research fund

for crop research (OREP) by

getting committee agreement to

utilize the research priorities

from the prior year. This 

eliminated a wasteful round of

setting ‘new’ priorities, and

eliminated any ‘games’ being

played with these one-time

funds. The program was highly

successful as the priorities had

been developed with no 

expectation of funding and were

the actual needs rather than the

wants of special interests.

Working on a half-time 

secondment with Canadian

Horticultural Council (CHC)

and Canadian Federation of

Agriculture in 1995/96, led a

team that created the first

national Minor Use Priority

Listings, as a means of 

showcasing our needs. The lists

were sent out to interested

researchers, and in time every

one was registered. Lists take

on a life of their own!

Helped to create the 

landmark 2001 CHC document

‘Crop Protection: A Better

Future for Canada.’ This 

document was the basis used to

lobby for and led to the creation

of the Canadian Minor Use

Pesticide Program. It was 

formatted with a one-page 

summary and 30 pages, each

with a very short outline of a

‘problem’ and the balance of

the page to outline the solution.

It was a forceful document that

changed Minor Use in Canada

forever. 

Participated in the develop-

ment of the Grower Own Use

Pesticide Import program to

replace the OUI program that

had been plagued with prob-

lems. This was to exert price

discipline into the market. It

never reached the heights I

expected, but did help to keep

money in growers’ pockets.

In 2002 I coined the term

‘Technology Gap,’ and 

developed a list of 142 active

ingredients (AIs) registered in

the U.S. but not in Canada;

many for uses we desperately

needed. This became a yard-

stick of our lack of competitive-

ness, and was a big factor in

changing government approach-

es to minor use registration. It is

still in play today as a 

consideration to register some

AIs.

In 2002 I was seconded for a

half-time contract with

Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada to help set up the new

Canadian Minor Use Program.

We freely borrowed ideas from

IR- 4 and developed a few new

ones of our own. The program

continues from success to 

success today.

I have facilitated every minor

use priority setting meeting

since the beginning in 2003. 

I was asked to facilitate the

first Global Minor Use priority

setting session in 2015. This is

the start of another successful

approach to Minor Use 

registration.

Above all, I so deeply respect

the growers that I have worked

for and with over the past 44

years. Grower friends I made as

a student for Kitch Hikichi back

in 1972 remain so today. Their

children and grandchildren still

keep the faith and their farms

are still going strong today. The

‘guys on the gravel roads’ 

usually have no one in their cor-

ner, no one to grasp their needs

and do something about them.

They have been my inspiration,

and why I often crossed swords

with managers, senior manage-

ment, industry, fellow staff at

times, and anyone else who

blocked the path to deliver

what GROWERS needed. 

Here are just a few of those

who ‘made a difference’ along

the way. I owe so much to so

many over the years, that I will

surely miss some key names,

but here goes:

Herb Baskett, a retired 

market gardener and next door

neighbour who taught me 

horticultural skills at ages four

to 12 that never got lost.

Don Pallett of Dixie who

gave me my first industry job

and provided so many 

skill-learning tasks that I still

use today.

Jim Rainforth for having faith

in me and giving me my first

ODAF job in 1972.

Kitch Hikichi who taught me

about IPM, and how to live my

life when facing adversity. It

was he who basically told me

‘Never let the bastards beat you

down, and make sure they

never know when you get them

back, with interest, even many

years later.’

Fellow staff members such as

Russ Chard and Bob Wilcox

who freely passed along their

skills and knowledge of a life-

time. Their dedication to their

clients and their own families

left indelible marks. Paul

Goodwin was a colleague and

remains a good friend who kept

me in order when I needed it --

frequently!

Wayne Roberts, who under-

stood my motivations, and

cleared paths for me when 

others sought to block them. He

left us far too soon, and his 

legacy in promoting IPM will

never be matched.

Growers such as Ken Forth,

Charles Stevens, Bill Parks, Jeff

Wilson, and many, many others

who gave of their knowledge

and especially of their time so

others could benefit. They are

an inspiration anyone could rise

to.

Industry colleagues such as

Len Hawkins, Doug Goudy,

Dave Thompson, Craig Bartlett,

and dozens of others provided

knowledge, friendship, and

opportunities that can never be

repaid.

Colleagues from around the

globe include Jerry Baron and

Dan Kunkel at IR-4. The late

Genevieve Carruthers from

Australia, and Nikki Johnson of

New Zealand were all part of

‘the experience’ that helped to

shape our Minor Use approach-

es. In Canada the hands of

Doug Rothwell, Mary Margaret

Gaye, Shirley Archambault, and

Karen Dodds were some of the

many that made the job fun,

worthwhile and of benefit for so

many growers.

Did I mention my family? I

would be nowhere without

them and their heritage. My

family has been here for eight

generations now. We started

farming soon after arrival in

1832 and some branches of the

family are still at it. In my own

small way, maybe I have helped

others to do it a little better.

Thanks for the opportunity to

serve!

CRAIG HUNTER
OFVGA

MINOR USE

CRAIG’S COMMENTS

All in: A career 
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The Pest Management Regulatory Agency

(PMRA) has released its re-evaluation decision

regarding chlorothalonil, a contact and protectant

fungicide with a multi-site mode of action. This

active ingredient controls a broad range of fungal

diseases in field vegetable and orchard crops as

well as greenhouse vegetables. The number of

applications for potatoes, for example, will be

reduced from 12 to three per year of such popular

fungicides as Bravo and Echo. 

PMRA’s website says that continued 

registration of products containing chlorothalonil

is acceptable. An evaluation of available scientific

information found that most uses of

chlorothalonil products meet current standards for

protection of human health or the environment

when used according to the conditions of 

registration, which include required amendments

to label directions. Certain uses of chlorothalonil

will be cancelled – for greenhouse cut flowers for

example -- to address potential risks of concern

for human health. Risk mitigation measures are

required for all end-use products.

For human health, these measures include: 

• All chlorothalonil products currently registered

as dry flowable or water dispersible granules must

be packaged in water soluble packaging

• Additional measures to mitigate exposure of

mixers/loaders/applicators, including personal 

protection equipment and/or engineering controls

• Additional measures to mitigate exposure of

postapplication workers, including reduced num-

ber of applications and restricted-entry intervals

• Additional label statements to clarify use 

directions

• Standard precautionary label statement to 

mitigate a potential drift into residential areas

For environmental health, these measures

include:  

• Revised buffer zones

• Requirement for a vegetative filter strip

THE GROWER
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Chlorothalonil decision reduces applications

The Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) has granted

Dow AgroSciences new label registration for Closer insecticide for

the control of Campylomma verbasci (mullein bug) effective 

immediately. This means Canadian apple growers now have full

access to a highly effective product for pest control. 

“Closer has always been known for its targeted and quick 

control of aphids and other orchard pests,” explains Tyler

Groeneveld, category leader, horticulture with Corteva Agriscience.

“With this registration, growers can have even greater confidence

in the quality and efficacy of Closer on apples when outbreaks

occur as well as for resistance management.” 

Closer insecticide, powered by Isoclast active, is a revolutionary

product ideal for control of both resistant and non-resistant pests,

delivering the active ingredient sulfoxaflor, which is classified by

the Insecticide Resistance Action Committee as the sole member

of IRAC Subgroup 4C sulfoximines. The active ingredient moves

quickly through the plant to deliver excellent systemic and

translaminar activity. Pests are controlled both through contact and

by ingestion, resulting in fast knockdown and residual control. 

Closer is highly selective and has minimal impact on beneficial

insects. The properties and overall spectrum of activity of Closer

insecticide makes it an excellent fit for treatment when outbreaks

occur as well as part of Integrated Pest Management Programs

(IPM) to minimize flare-ups. 

Source: Corteva Agriscience May 15, 2018 news release

Closer insecticide receives new label registration

Mullein bug
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